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ABSTRACT The eXtensible Markup Language(XML) is a markup language that can be used multi-dimensionally on the web(internet). At the primary level, XML is used to create web pages. But at other higher levels, because of the flexibility in its design and robustness, it can be used a medium of data transfer. The goal of XML-RDBMS Mapper is to extract, structurize and store the information in the XML file in traditional back ends(relational databases). Research and development on mapping methods and techniques has been undertaken for well over past four to five years and it continues to be an active area.
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1. Topic: To create an intelligent XML-RDBMS Mapper



2. Motivation: XML gained vast popularity in both the research community and the IT industry in the past several years. Originally it was designed to meet the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing. But due to its generic design and high portability across heterogeneous environments, XML became a de-facto standard for exchange of information across different storage platforms. As an increasing amount of XML data is being processed, efficient and reliable storage of XML data has become an important issue. There are two different ways to store XML documents in a database. The first is to use a fixed set of structures that can store any XML document, usually done by native databases. Native Databases have an XML document as its fundamental unit of storage, just as a relational database has a row in a table as its fundamental unit of storage. Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages associated with this method. This feature makes database



susceptible to the risk of low data integrity. Querying for the data



requires parsing the whole document. And performing operations on the data like updation becomes a tedious task. Also most native XML databases can only return the data as XML documents .These factors reduce the performance of the back-end drastically especially for the local applications as these are the additional over-heads to 7 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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be incurred in addition to the over-head encountered in establishing connection to the data base from the front end(OBBC for Java). However for distributed databases this is not a major concern because this the over-head incurred is not much compared to other factors The second method is to map the XML document's schema to a database schema. Data is then transferred according to that mapping into the relational back end and is stored in relational form. From a pragmatic viewpoint this approach brings with it the benefits of highly-functional, efficient, and mature technology. Relational databases are often a good choice for storing XML data because they are the first choice for storing most kinds of formally defined data. Data stored in the relational databases can be easily accessed, modified and retrieved. The databases providing this kind of support are called XML Enabled Databases (XMLEDs). XML Enabled Databases have a mapping layer that manages the storage and retrieval of XML records. The performance of the XML Enabled databases depends on how well the mapping between the two schemas is defined. Therefore a well-defined mapping would then help managing and using the XML data a lot easier
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3. Problem Definition: The purpose of the project is to create a tool that can help store XML data in relational back ends. As the data extracted from the XML document should be in the form that can be inserted into a relational back-end, we are required to create an XML parser that can extract the data from the XML file in specific format. The parser needs to be highly reliable, as the intermediate form in which it represents the data is very important. The second problem is to create an algorithm that can identify the intermediate form of data, as represented by the parser and should be able to transform it into the form suitable for storage in the relational back ends Also a suitable schema of the database should be made. The third problem is to establish the connection with a database and transfer the data to the back end so that the tables created are populated with the data from the XML file.



4. Literature survey: XML is emerging as a de facto standard for the transfer of information over the internet. This development, as a medium for data transfer, is creating a new set of data management requirements involving XML, such as the need to store XML documents and query them for the information. The following points give an insight into the present situation of managing and processing XML documents
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Storing and querying xml documents can be done in two ways:



1. Native xml databases: In these type of databases, XML document is stored as a document itself and processing is done on the file as a whole. The internal model of such databases depends on XML and uses XML documents as the fundamental unit of storage. This was done by converting xml documents to tree structures and storing them



e.g. Timber [1], XISS[3].Timber uses nested set ordering of data. This ordering stores the start and end indices of the node along with the value of the node in database. This is opposed to the adjacency list (id, parentid) type ordering which does not properly signify the tree structure. Adjacency lists also suffer from multiple updations. To this nested loop ordering, timber adds an extra column showing the depth of a node. This is not a necessary but extremely useful addition and



helps



identify



the



children



of



a



particular



node



quite



easily.



Elements/attributes that have the same name are stored in one storage unit, which can be implemented as a B-tree. A complex path expression is decomposed into a collection of basic path expressions. Atomic expressions (a single element or attribute) are found by directly accessing the index structure. All other forms of expressions involve join operations.
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Disadvantages of the naïve XML databases: 1. Each node must be labeled by three integers. This requires a lot of extra space. 2. Querying through a native xml database will take longer time than relational databases. Querying using XPath can be cumbersome. SQL for relational databases is more related to human language than XPath. 3. The number of units is large, as a separate storage unit is needed for each type of nodes. This means that the information in the document is isolated into different storage units and it is very time consuming to reconstruct the original XML document Advantages: 1) The structure of the original xml document remains unchanged. Hence it is a lot easier to reconstruct the xml document.



A figure showing the generic structure of naïve XML database is given in the following page. The figure also shows how the processing of the documents is done in the naïve XML databases
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Fig 1:Architecture of a native xml database[1]



2. XML-Enabled Databases(XLEDs): These type of databases map all XML files to a traditional database (such as a relational database), accepting XML as input and rendering XML as output. A lot of work has been done in this direction. The issues being dealt with are: (a)Indexing: Indexing helps in fast access of data. Whenever a single node is being searched for, it is retrieved using indexing. It also helps in proper ordering of data. Indexing is broadly classified into two categories-content indexes and structural indexes. 12 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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Content indexes: They are used to locate one node or a set of nodes based on a specific condition in a query Structural indexes: They are used to identify each node in an XML document.



For storing xml data as input, tree structure of the data needs to be created. This data can be stored in database in the nested set ordering format. Tree data structure can be converted to relational schema using several approaches. One approach deals with using DTD (document type definitions) and xml schema in order to create the database schema (such methods are called structure mapping approaches) [7].This approach mentions a simple algorithm to convert a DTD to a RDBMS schema. Drawback is that the DTD definitions can be loosely structured where as relational databases are highly structured data. Structure mapping is not suitable for storing large number of dynamic and structurally variant xml documents. Another approach (model mapping approach) uses regular tree grammars [8]. The model-mapping approach has some advantages than the structure-mapping approach. i) it is capable of supporting any sophisticated XML applications that are considered either as static (the DTD are not changed) or dynamic; ii)it is capable of supporting well-formed (non-DTDs) XML applications; and iii) it does not require extending the expressive power of database models, in order to support XML documents. This approach defines a grammar that can be used for converting trees to tables .Relations between tables are maintained using primary key, foreign key. However the tree data needs to be broken down into very small segments in order to help maintain
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the tree structure. This is a major drawback as the large numbers of small tables require lot of effort to maintain. The nodes appearing on one path are divided into either of the following ways. 1. Store in one table with one node as an attribute of the other 2. They appear in different tables and are related to each other by the label field in each table. After the database schema is created, the database needs to be populated. Only then, the process is complete. The next step is querying the data. Xml has its own query languages XPath and XQuery. In order to use these languages for querying relational databases, they need to be converted into SQL. In [2] A simple algorithm has been proposed in order to convert xml queries to SQL. The algorithm takes an XPath query, and considers it as consisting of various sub queries separated by a '\' .Each sub query is taken starting from left, one at a time and converted to SQL. The next sub query encloses this sub query and so on. For producing ordered results to queries, order encoding was proposed [2].This method consists of encoding the id of a node in the table. Ordering can be done by global ordering, local ordering or dewey ordering .Global ordering facilitates easy access of data even from the root element. However, updations prove costly as all nodes following the updated node need to be changed. Local ordering remedies this situation by ordering
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siblings with respect to their parent. When updations occur, only the siblings following the updated node need be changed. However, the easy access of all nodes from root (as in global ordering) is no longer possible. Dewey ordering tries to get the best of both orderings. Its akin to storing the path of a node along with the node(encoding the path into the node tuple is known as path based indexing as opposed to node based indexing we are using now).This method is not used due to no availability of space to store the id generated. Variations to these methods of indexing have also been shown (relative region coordinates [4], Absolute region coordinates).



3. Others: Variations of these storage and retrieval techniques have been proposed [5] where xml databases have been implemented on top of an object oriented database[6].Such architectures suffer from a combination of drawbacks from both the above given scenarios
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5. Plan Of Work: Our plan of work includes the implementation of the project through the following modules o Designing an DTD Parser that can parse a DTD and create a database schema. o A module, that takes care of establishing connection with a relational database and populate tables with the data extracted from the XML parser, according to the schema created by the DTD Parser



The following figure gives an overview of the working of the tool being developed



Fig 2: Overview of the working of the Mapper
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5.1 Implementation of the DTD Parser Each XML document has two parts, one being the XML file and other the DTD/XSD file that places constraints on the contents and structure of the XML file. A Document Type Definition (DTD) defines the legal building blocks of an XML document. It defines the document structure with a list of legal elements and attributes. A DTD can be declared inline inside an XML document, or as an external reference. Seen from a DTD point of view, all XML documents are made up by the following building blocks: 



Elements – These are the main building blocks of XML document







Attributes – These provide extra information about elements by describing their properties







PCDATA – It is the text content of a node. It is represented as a child node containing only data when represented in tree form.







Cardinality-They are used along with individual or group of elements. They describe the number of times an element or element group can occur.







Choice-They are used to represent either/or elements. For example if contact contains either emailID or address, then contact element contains choice between emailID and address.







Sequence-They are used to represent elements occurring as a sequence, i.e. one after the other.



Hence building up an DTD parser requires identifying the correct type of the building block and process the block accordingly.
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5.1.2 Methodology The main aim of parsing a DTD document is to extract the data in the DTD document and then use it subsequently. As DTD document is a document to define the structure of an XML document, it is obvious that the DTD document can also be represented as a tree. Therefore, the main aim of parsing is to convert data in DTD document into a tree form, the tree consisting of the nodes. Each node holds an element. We therefore must define appropriate data structure for the node, so that the node can completely represent an element. For this purpose, we created a data structure for the node, consisting of the following book keeping fields: Name: It refers to the name of the element Type: It refers to the type of the element (element or entity or cardinality…etc) Attributes: It refers to the attributes which are used to define the element Parent Node: It refers to the parent node of the current node



Now that we have defined a node, we should build a tree with the help of these nodes, which reflect the structure of the DTD. A DTD will have a single root element, which reflects the starting tag in the XML file. As such, the tree being built also has only 1 root element. We parse the DTD document for the root element. As we subsequently parse the document, we create nodes and append to the tree at appropriate places, ie we create respective children for the respective parents. Thus the output of the parsing is a DTD tree, which can be used to create tables. 18 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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5.1.3 Parsing XML documents Each XML document has both a logical and a physical structure. Physically, a XML document is comprised of storage units called entities, which form the two kinds of physical ingredients: markup and character data. Markup encodes a description of the document's storage layout and logical structure. Logically, a XML document consists of declarations, elements, comments, character references, and processing instructions, all of which are indicated in the document by explicit markup. The logical structure and physical structure must conform to the well-formedness constraints and validity constraints specified in the XML 1.0 specification. The Document Object Model (DOM), a platform-independent and language-neutral application programming interface (API) for XML documents, defines the logical structure of documents and the standard way to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of documents, thus increasing interoperability. Here we are implementing a XML parser with the help of DOM interface provided by the Java programming language (interface nameorg.w3c.dom). A figure detailing the role of DOM is presented in the following page



The DOM interface provided by the java defines the rules one should follow in parsing an XML document. Following those rules, we defined our own parser, which needs to just extract data from the XML file, irrespective of the tags, as against complete XML parsers(like JAXB), which need to consider the tag from which the data is being extracted. 19 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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Fig 3: Figure explaining how DOM API works[10]



The following methodology was followed in the implementation of the XML Parser The input XML file contains data conforming to the given DTD. The DTD has already been used to create database schema, which in turn has been used to create tables in the database. Now, this xml file must be used to populate databases with it’s data. To freely move from one node to another in the xml file, xpath has been used. Xpath is instantiated
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Using the xpath builder factory provided by java. The xpath builder factory can be used to create an instance of the xpath objects. The xpath object takes as input an xpath expression(eg: “//c/*”) , an input source (the root of the xml file document.),and the form of output(eg: NODESET,NODELIST etc).The root of the document is found out using the getdocumentelement function in the documentbuilderfactory package. Thus ,any xpath expresiion can be evaluated by calling evaluate on the xpath instance. The results are returned in the form of a nodelist or nodeset as per the input given. Nodelist is a datastructure for storing nodes defined in java package org.w3c.dom.This package also contains a datastructure ’node’ used to represent a node in the dom tree. The Node interface is the primary datatype for the entire Document Object Model. It represents a single node in the document tree. While all objects implementing the Node interface expose methods for dealing with children, not all objects implementing the Node interface may have children. For example, Text nodes may not have children, and adding children to such nodes results in a DOMException being raised.



The attributes nodeName, nodeValue and attributes are included as a mechanism to get at node information without casting down to the specific derived interface. In cases where there is no obvious mapping of these attributes for a specific nodeType (e.g., nodeValue for an Element or attributes for a Comment ), this returns null. The specialized interfaces may contain additional and more convenient mechanisms to get and set the relevant information. The values of nodeName, nodeValue, and attributes vary according to the node type
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The Element interface represents an element in an XML document. Elements may have attributes associated with them; since the Element interface inherits from Node, the generic Node interface attribute attributes may be used to retrieve the set of all attributes for an element. There are methods on the Element interface to retrieve either an Attr object by name or an attribute value by name. In XML, where an attribute value may contain entity references, an Attr object should be retrieved to examine the possibly fairly complex sub-tree representing the attribute value. On the other hand, in HTML, where all attributes have simple string values, methods to directly access an attribute value can safely be used as a convenience.



5.2. Converting to database schema and populating: 5.2.1 Overview



There are several issues regarding this: (1) How to convert the given data into relational schema and create tables accordingly.



(2) How to populate the database once the tables are created. In order to deal with the first issue, the schema of the file is observed. This can be done in two ways: Content based: The actual file is parsed. Structure based: The xml schema or the dtd is parsed in order to prepare the 22 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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schema. We use the Structure based schema because: Structure based schema requires parsing only the DTD or the XSD file rather than the actual XML document. This speeds up the time required to create the schema . The actual file parsed is checked with the DTD specifications. Hence the DTD specification will be enough to form the schema.



The tables need to be linked to each other. The tables may be related to each other by One to one mapping: These kind of tables can be easily mapped. The primary key of either table needs to be stored as foreign key of another table. Otherwise, both these tables can be merged to form a single table. Single unified table won’t result in loss of data and will relieve us of the work to form joins later. However, if one of the tables contains nullable data, merging the tables is not a good idea. We have implemented two types of algorithms to demonstrate this situation. In one algorithm, the two tables are stored separately in order to save space when the tables contain nullable data.. In another algorithm, the tables are stored in merged form to facilitate querying. Finally, a one to one mapping table is stored which helps in identifying the one to one relationship while Querying. One to many mapping: These tables need to be stored separately. Storing in one table for this case will result in redundancy. The primary key of the main table is stored as foreign key in other tables .Joins need to be performed to facilitate querying. A Meta table by the name one to many table is created. The tables are entered as a tuple in this table .This table signifies the one to many relationship between these two.
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Populating the database requires an elaborate technique of searching for the required data and inserting the data collected from parsing the xml file into the relational tables.



5.2.2 Methodology The actual process consists of two parts: 



Creating the tables.







Populating the tables.



The xml and DTD parsers described above have been implemented here in order to create the tables. The DTD parser is required in order to implement phase one of the process. Phase one has the following major problems associated with it:  The DTD file doesn’t define primary key, foreign key relationships to its data. One to many relationships are shown with the help of cardinalities associated with elements.  It becomes difficult to effectively represent choice and mixed elements along with cardinalities effectively in a database. The problems above were solved by using the node grouping algorithm. The algorithm will be described elaborately later on. The basic functionality of the algorithm divides nodes into fixed and not fixed nodes. Fixed nodes are nodes that are not optional and are not associated with cardinalities. Such nodes can be merged with parent nodes. Whereas the non fixed nodes are put in a queue to be processed later. However, the references to
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these nodes are stored with the parent node in order to maintain the parent child relation ship. The application takes as input the DTD nodes and returns a grouping of the set of nodes that must be used in order to create one table. The DTD file, when parsed returns a DTD element. This DTD element is a handle for the entire DTD document. It can be used to find the root element of the whole document (dtd.rootelement function returns an element representing the root element). It can also be used to find an element given its name. (This can be done using the dtd. elements which returns a hash table containing all the elements) These two functions have been used extensively in our process to convert DTD document schema to relational schema. The parser can be used to output the original DTD file too. This can be a useful tool to compare your created schema with the existing DTD. The actual process stores the whole table in the form of an array list. An array list is implemented because it performs the functionalities of a list as well as a queue. Both the list as well as the queue will be required in order to implement the node grouping algorithm. The table name is stored in the format table name (e.g.: table_student), while the rest of the elements of the table are stored in the format name_text for normal elements (i.e. non primary key foreign key elements) and name_pk for primary key elements, where name represents the table for which this column is intended to be a primary key. Name_fk format is used for foreign key elements where name here represents the table to which the element is a foreign key (The table which this column references). The process takes as input a DTD document and returns an array of array lists, where each array list in the array contains the nodes grouped to form tables in the format given
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above. These array lists are taken and converted into an executable sql statements for creating tables with the specified table names, columns, and primary key and foreign key references.. Thus the required schema is created in the database. To implement the second phase of the process, the xml parser is used. The xml parser parses through the input xml file by executing the xpath expressions given as input to it. The parser creates a Dom tree. A Dom tree is preferred over the sax parser because sax allows only serial access, whereas we require random access across the tree in order to populate data bases. There are some major problems faced while populating databases. They are: 



The DTD schema is very liberal in defining the structure of the xml documents. An element associated with cardinality can occur any number of times in as the child element. This results in each element having a random number of child elements.







If the primary key is contained in a child element and the foreign key is contained in the parent(This kind of situation occurs when the child element itself is a complex type i.e., a sequence or choice or an element containing sub elements)



The first situation is remedied by the xml parser itself which parses all the child elements and returns a node list containing them. All the node elements are entered into the database. The second situation needs to be considered carefully. For remedying the second situation, the table containing no dependencies is filled first. Then all the tables that depend on this table are filled next and so on. The comparisons for dependencies are carried on using the tokenizing technique described above.
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6 Algorithms Implemented/Developed The following node grouping algorithm [7] has been implemented in order to create tables for the database schema from the DTD schema. Algorithm Node Grouping Input: A DTD Output: List of Grouped Nodes Function Main Queue q q.Enqueue(root) while not q.empty() p = q.Dequeue() list.addLabel() list = CalcGroup(p) list.Output() EndWhile end Function CalcGroup(node) list = CreateEmptyList() list.SetName(p) for each child c of p if c is fixed and c is leaf list.Add(c) else if c is optional and c is leaf
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list.Add(c) if c is fixed and c is not leaf list.Merge(CalcGroup(c)) else q.Enqueue(c) EndFor return list end In this algorithm, the data type list is used to store the nodes that should occur in the same table as the head of the list. The head of the list represents the table name whereas the other elements are the column names. The queue is used to store nodes for processing at a later time after the current nodes processing is finished. At any moment, all the nodes in the queue represent the names of the tables to be created. They are inserted as head of list when they are processed. When an element is enqueued in the queue, care must be taken to store a reference to it in the current list or a reference to the current list must be stored with itself. This will help maintain the parent-child relationships of the tree in the database schema that is created. Here are some examples of the tables that are created for the corresponding schema given. These tables are created using the algorithm above.::



Example 1: Given dtd:   
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   Tables created are: Tables ============ Table A: Column b Column c_fk Column f



Table C: Column d Column e Column c_pk



Here, element A contains simple element B and complex element C .C in turn contains elements D and E. This kind of DTD can be represented in two ways. 



The first way is to represent it in a different table, as it represents a different entity altogether. Then the primary key of this table can be used as reference in the main table which contains a foreign key.







The second way is to merge both the tables, i.e include all the elements of the table C in table A



We have implemented both the approaches in our process separately. The user can use any one of the approaches in building the schema. The algorithm first processes node A. When it is processing the children of A, a reference to the element C is stored in the list while the element C is enqueued in the queue. Then, element C is processed separately at a later stage. Hence separate tables for A and C result with A referencing table C. Example 2: Given dtd:  
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Tables created are: Tables ======================== Table A ( Column b Column c_fk ) Table C ( Column d Column e Column c_pk



// Nullable // Nullable



// Not nullable // Not nullable // Not nullable



) Here the given choice elements are represented with null able values. This means that one column of the table will most certainly be zero for each row. If one of the choice elements is complex, the table will instead contain a foreign key referencing the primary of the complex element, whereas the complex element is represented in its own table. In the above example, the algorithm merges the node groping of the choice element with the main element. But when complex element C is encountered its reference is stored in the list. C is processed separately. The data represented above follows first normal form as well as second normal form. First normal form excludes the possibility of repeating groups by requiring that each field in a database hold an atomic value, and that records be defined in such a way as to be uniquely identifiable by means of a primary key. A table is in 2NF if and only if none of its non-prime attributes are functionally dependent on a part (proper subset) of a candidate key. A non-prime attribute is one that does not belong to any candidate key.
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The tables given above are in 1 NF because all of them contain primary keys and none of the columns contain multiple values in the same row. All the examples are automatically in 2 NF because they have no composite candidate keys (candidate keys consisting of more than one attribute). Once the schema has been created in the following ways, any XML file conforming to the given schema can be used to populate the tables. The XML parser throws an exception if the XML document is not well formed. The following algorithm has been implemented for populating the table from the xml file: We devised the following algorithm to implement populating tables using the appropriate xml file (An xml file which conforms to the DTD) created in the algorithm above.



For each main element in xml file Go to main table For each column in main table Find name and type If type equals pk Insert(c,pk) If type equals fk Find table with tablename=name Fill table Insert(c,table.pk) If type equals text Search attributes and elements for name 31 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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If element found Insert(c,elementname) Else Insert(c,null) The following algorithm works effectively in populating the tables.In the algorithm above main element refers to the immediate element to the root of the document. Main table refers to the table with name equaling the name of the main element.name and type can be found out using the tokenizing technique described before.



The class diagram of the implementation is as show below:



Fig: 4 The class diagram of the actual implementation of nodegrouping and database population(The algorithms are as explained in 6)
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Explanation of the class diagram: The gui class myxdm.java, takes as input the required DTD document and calls btype.java over this DTD document. The class btype.java uses the DTD parsr on the given DTD document to create the schema. This schema is returned in the form of an array of array lists to the class queryformation.java. Queryformation class takes as input the arraylists and returns executable sql statements which are in turn executed in the main class mysqltest.java. This completes phase one of the process, i.e., the node grouping algorithm . The second process of populating the table consists of the gui file myxdm taking as input the xml file conforming to the schema. The myxdm class then calls the commonmapper2 class over the xml file.The common mapper2 class utilizes the btype class to fill the tables with xml data. The following figure is the class diagram of the whole tool:



Fig:5 The class diagram of the xml-rdbms mapper 33 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 7.1 RESULTS: The XML-RDBMS mapper is a generic mapper that can create schema for a wide variety of DTD documents and can fill the schema with data given any xml file conforming to the given schema. The mapper is able to accept DTDs with sequences, choice, mixed content coupled with cardinalities associated with the element. Choice elements are represented by nullable values, while elements with cardinalities are filled in a separate table with references to the parent table. Mixed content text data is merged with the parent table, while elements inside sub elements are represented in a separate table with a primary key which is referenced from the parent table. The DTD parser throws an exception for common syntactic errors in the DTD document, such as, when an element is declared twice, or an element is not declared at all and so on. The following picture gives snapshot of an instance of the XML-RDBMS Mapper



Fig:6 Snap shot of tables created after implementing node grouping(The algorithm was mentioned in section 6 ) 34 Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad(IIITA)
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7.2 DISCUSSION: The explanation for the above results can be attributed as below.



Sequences containing complex elements are represented in a separate table for brevity. This kind of representation is easier to relate to the DTD schema. Choice elements are represented by nullable columns. This approach helps us identify which of the given choices has been usd in a particular row. Hence it is easier to execute queries in which a particular choice element is asked for. It is also easier to populate the tables in this way. Each statement will contain values to elements for which values are given and



null



values for elements whose values haven’t been used. However, choice elements stored in separate tables have foreign key stored in main table. Such a column cannot be made null. Hence, a default value has been used to fill such a column in the foreign table.



The issues of primary key, foreign key relationships have been dealt with completely. Hence ,this tool can create a correct schema for a DTD document. The inability to deal with constraints can be attributed to the complex problems of creating and maintaining triggers and stored procedures in databases.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE: 8.1 Conclusions: We thus conclude that the XML-RDBMS Mapper can map any XML file defined by a DTD, as long as the constraints are not included in the DTD file. For the sake of simplicity, we made it mandatory for DTD and XML to be different documents, where as in real world this might not be the case. DTD is generally defined inside the XML file or an explicit link to the location of the DTD is given.



8.2 Future Scope: This project can be expanded in the following ways: 1) Extension to include constraints: In this project, for the sake of simplicity, we did not deal with the constraints that can be included in the DTD file. Mapping the constraints requires creating triggers in the database. So, including constraints in the mapping makes this project a full-pledged one to deal with the XML (DTD)- RDBMS Mapping. 1) Extension to parse XSD: In this project we only considered parsing of the DTD file. But in real world, both DTD and XSDs are used as the metadata documents for the XML document. Therefore
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expanding this project to include even the XSD documents, focuses on the real world use of this project 2) A complete two-way, XML-RDBMS and RDBMS-XML Mapper: Here, in this project we consider mapping of the XML documents into a relational back end. But there are many situations where we require to change the mapped data into its original format, may be after some modifications on original data(like updating and deleting), so that it can used for further means of data transfer.
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